Angel investment and finance have been spreading from Silicon Valley to other parts of the world, including Asia, at an accelerating pace. Yet there have been few attempts to document this phenomenon and examine the hows and whys of startup financing in the region. Angel Financing in Asia Pacific addresses this knowledge gap by approaching the subject matter from two angles. First, from a journalistic angle, it aims to capture the current status and recent developments in a number of countries or territories in Asia. In each country report, the respective author(s) trace the background, trends. This list of angel investors that made investments in companies headquartered in Asia-Pacific (APAC) provides data on their investment activities, fund raising history, portfolio companies, and recent news. Insights about their portfolio, exits, top trending and most active investors are also included. Number of Portfolio Companies: 4,329. What's the current funding status of companies in the portfolios of investors in this hub? Show. The editors have organized the contributions that make up the main body of the text in four parts devoted to the angel investment scene across the Asia Pacific region, an angel financing guide for investors and entrepreneurs, the rationale and future for angel investing in Asia Pacific. John Y. Lo is a lawyer and independent scholar in Hong Kong. In Southeast Asia, Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia likewise are developing their angel investment communities through new networks and some government support. Singapore shares many of Hong Kong's virtues and challenges, but isn't as tightly tied to China and its investment communities.